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 Exploring the unidentified is often daunting, but with the lessons within this book, even
probably the most novice of backpackers will learn how to use a compass therefore they
earned’t get dropped, the types of camp foods they should bring to maintain their energy,
and how to make shelter to remain safe from sun and rain. First published in 1919, this
wilderness book, filled with illustrations, teaches you how to construct a simple log cabin, live off
the property, build different types of fires, make snowshoes, and use outdoor equipment. With all
the modern conveniences of camping today, these forgotten skills are invaluable for all those
longing to return to an easier, more self-sufficient time.Compiled by an professional woodsman,
the easy to follow sections get this to suitable for both youthful and outdated adventurers.If
you have ever wished you could get away to your own Walden Pond, consider developing a
unique wilderness haven with the guidelines found in this publication! While woodcraft generally
brings furniture to mind, this book is helpful information to the craft of prolonged camping and
travel in the woods.simply don’ With the basics looked after, go forth in to the woods and trek
the pathless forest—t forget to bring this timeless instruction with you!
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 All of these books are and have been designed for years from Fur-Fish-Game magazine. After
you have spent the prerequisite $2479. Because of the period it presents more information on
how best to in fact live on/with the land. Plenty of wilderness living books are consumer
oriented. He has a very bright pleasurable writing style! The biggest advantage is the time in
which it had been written.00 you are ready to drive into your campsite and begin roughing it.
This book is not like this at all. It was a fantastic guide for how exactly to prepare for actually
walking off in to the wilderness. You would require a lot of supplies to accomplish it like they
did then so there is information on pack equine loading and management as well. Beyond the
chapter dedicated to cabin building, a educational chapter at that, the reserve could have
added more. Good read Nice book; Get this silnylon tent, this fleecegortexoil fabric t-shirt, this
generator, that compressed energy/yettihair stove. Some of the information presented is
normally dated by modern materials, but it is normally all still pertinent. I'm a woodworker and
woodsman, but I believe Woodcraft could be read by most anyone just for pure enjoyment. No
recommended for anybody unless they are searching for exact topics. it is a traditional. And a
plan for making a log cabin and a stove using the axe. Great read." That is inaccurate and
should be taken out of the description or changed to "some illustrations.In all this is an instant,
fun informative little publication. A Winter in the Woods 1913 I am scanning this book today
and thoroughly enjoying it. Mr. Kreps walks off in to the deep Pennsylvania woods in 1913 with
bit more than an axe and builds himself an extremely clever log cabin filled with dry roofing
and metal solid wood stove. I am also enjoying his clear, beautiful collection drawings that
illustrate not only his projects, but bring back a time over. Basic The book was an excellent for
starts. More information on making snow shoes than I need just now. Aa llittle dated (1919) but
nonetheless full of good advice and important information for anyone entering the . Read
cautiously, adapt for modern devices, enjoy camping with significantly less than you thought
necessary.. enjoy camping with significantly less than you thought necessary As the equipment
and strategies are dated, the concepts and procedures are timeless. Classic. How to build a
small log cabin with home furniture and stove, what foods to share and how to shield them from
rodents. What clothing to use, what you need for winter camping on the trail, navigation and
even more on keeping alive and healthy solo in wintertime forests. Aa llittle dated (1919) but
nonetheless full of advice and important details for anybody going into the winter woods for
an extended period.. no nessmuk but good it had been alright. it's hard to tell the period there
in plus some chapters aren't relevant anymore but still a good examine. Written for trappers,
primarily. A publication on woodcraft from the golden age of camping. Tips on Axes from a guy
that used them to make a living and survive for years in the woods. and bushcraft at its best.
No ultralight anything. Fun informative read. So much of what he produces is still practical in
today's world. It had enough details to get anyone in the proper mindset of timber craft and
other nature related fields. However, the information was limited in its approach, I believe a far
more detailed analysis would have been more suitable. I will obtain it in paperback. Probably
more detailed drawings, or higher drawings. Practical information regarding life as a trapper
by a man ... Practical information regarding life as a trapper by way of a man who lived this
life in areas not yet settled by other folks. Old college camping info. This was an extremely well
written book written by Elmer Kreps. He also wrote a far more comprehensive book “Camp and
Trail Methods”, and “The Technology of Trapping”.an actually helpful living on/with nature type
book A fantastic book. The Woodcraft reserve, while dated, covers lots of floor and is a very
enjoyable read for those interested in the old ways of doing things. Old period camping,
outdoor living, and bushcraft at its best. Five Stars Great Five Stars Should have read this long



ago, a lot of info! Not your expert woodsman... Incredibly limited information in this book.
Description of reserve is deceptive. There is a useful fire for rainfall that is not detailed in the
additional Bushcraft book I am reading and a salient arrange for setting up your cooking
food fire. The second issue I consider with this book may be the "filled with illustrations.
Concepts of how to not really get lost while exploring the deep woods."
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